
All Roads Point South West

An animated splash section grabbed users’ attention from the 
start of their visit. Jobsgopublic chose to highlight BathNES 
great offer in terms of work conditions, benefits, location 
and lifestyle by pairing a series of tiled images, which were 
highlighted with key messages in an animated sequence. 

This section also established the strong site brand, taking 
BathNES’ existing colours and ‘tick box’ triangle motif and 
adding fonts & motifs from traditional road signs to give a 
distinctive highways feel. This was repeated across the site 
for a consistent, but not distracting, brand.

Eye-catching, branded introduction

Jobsgopublic was aware that the site needed to appeal 
to a highly technical audience, and stakeholders were 
clear that their ideal candidates would be strongly attracted 
by the level and type of work undertaken by the Highways 
team at BathNES.

Our creative team responded by using innovative animated 
figures throughout the site, such as the infographic-style 
numbers shown above. These add visual interest, ticking up 
from 0 as the page is loaded, but more importantly underline 
the breadth of BathNES’ work and lend a technical feel to 
appeal to engineering & highways candidates.

Modern, innovative web elements

With so much on offer to candidates – from a varied portfolio 
of work and opportunities to progress, to a great location 
and quality of life – Jobsgopublic was conscious of the site 
becoming too text-heavy. Instead a variety of rich content
was used to underline key points. 

Shown here is the interactive map of the area, allowing 
applicants to click on places of interest to find out more. The 
site also boasted three videos, three infographics and three
carousels (sliding content sections), helping to present key 
points in an eye-catching yet concise way and preserve 
candidate interest.

A variety of rich content

While the site lent heavily on photos of BathNES work and 
the local area, Jobsgopublic was also keen to break this up 
with more graphics-led sections to maintain candidates’ 
interest. To this end two custom graphics were designed using 
BathNES’ brand and the already-established look and feel of 
the site.

Pictured here is a bespoke transport map, showing the key 
towns and cities of the area, with road, rail and air links 
alongside travel times to other places. As well as providing 
information to those candidates looking to relocate, the map 
added to the highways feel, as another opportunity to subtly 
use the road sign imagery that underpinned the site brand.

Custom, branded graphics

Brand, creative & technical elements


